Prof. Petra Lucht and Dr. des. Bärbel Mauss (Fak. I, ZIFG), TU Berlin
in cooperation with Prof. Sebastian Möller, Quality and Usability Lab, TU Berlin

»Workshop Conversation« on Gender in Computer Science
Monday, June 20th, 2 - 3 pm (14 - 15 Uhr)

How can perspectives of Gender and Diversity Studies be integrated into teaching and research in STEM fields and planning? The newly established study program GENDER PRO MINT (GPM) at the „ZIFG - Center for Interdisciplinary Women's and Gender Studies“ of the TU Berlin enables students to carry out such study projects and qualifying theses. During the summer semester 2016 the ZIFG will present the study program GENDER PRO MINT at different faculties of the TU Berlin in a series of »Workshop Conversations«. We aim at extending possible cooperations in teaching and research at the TU Berlin between Gender Studies and STEM fields.

During the upcoming »Workshop Conversation« with the Quality and Usability Lab the following short presentations will be given: At first, Bärbel Mauss (Coordinator of GENDER PRO MINT) will talk about the structure and aims of the study program GENDER PRO MINT. Prof. Dr. Petra Lucht will continue a presentation on how study projects are being supervised in the project modules of the study program. Secondly, two graduates of the study program GENDER PRO MINT will be present their work: Melanie Irrgang (M.Sc. in Computer Science) will talk about „About the Absence of Women in Computer Science“. Christof Schultz will present „The Loop Ensemble - Open Source Instruments for Teaching Electronic Music in the Classroom“ (Master thesis in Audio Communication).

TIME: Mo, June 20th, 2016, 2:00 - 3:00 pm (14 - 15 Uhr)

LOCATION: TEL, Auditorium 2 (20th floor)
Ernst-Reuter-Platz 7
10587 Berlin

CONTACT: Petra Lucht <petra.lucht@tu-berlin.de> and
Marc Halbrügge <Marc.Halbruegge@telekom.de>